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a b s t r a c t

The problem of simulating pipelines that are used for transporting different fluids is
addressed in the paper. The model of the multi-batch pipeline is obtained by extending
the classical ‘‘water hammer equations’’ (dealing with pressure and velocity of the med-
ium) with fluid density. In such way a system of nonlinear partial differential equations
is derived and solved by the method of characteristics. However, the ordinary differential
equations resulting from the method of characteristics are defined on domains with very
different slopes in the ðx; tÞ space. A heterogenous multiscale method using two grids is
capable of coping with associated numerical problems as shown by comparison of simu-
lated and measured data on a real pipeline.

� 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Real time transient model (RTTM) based leak monitoring systems [1–3] require a sophisticated mathematical model of
the flow in pipelines. The so called ‘‘water hammer equations’’ are relatively simple mathematical models assuming isentro-
pic flow; they are obtained using the principles of mass and momentum conservation [4,5]. These models are based on a one-
dimensional approach for one-phase liquid flow. Up to now, there is no analytical solution for this non-linear, partial differ-
ential equation system available. However, numerical techniques have traditionally been exploited to solve such problems.
Several different approaches exist in the literature for tackling the aforementioned problem. Very often the method of char-
acteristics [6] has been used, other approaches include finite volume [7], finite difference (explicit [8] or implicit [9,10]), fi-
nite element methods [11], polynomial differential quadrature [12], and transfer function modelling [13]. All these methods
represent a part of the field of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). The increased computational power of modern digital
computer has steadily increased the range of possibilities in that field.

Not only RTTM based leak monitoring systems have been widely studied in the recent years, but also a handful of com-
mercial products for RTTM based leak monitoring systems is offered. An excellent literature review of RTTM based leak
detection methods can be found in [14]. It has been shown [15] that water-hammer wave attenuation, shape and timing
parameters may be significantly affected by violating the idealised conditions of the water-hammer equations. Some ap-
proaches also dealt with turbulent flows [16,17] where vaned pipe bends are analysed in [17]. Yet, very little has been pub-
lished on the simulation of multi-batch driven pipelines, where different fluids are transported through the same pipeline. A
simple model of such pipelines was presented in [18].
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The purpose of the present paper is to propose an alternative solution for simulation of multi-batch driven pipelines. This
is achieved by extending the method of characteristic to multi-batch driven pipelines and by applying the heterogenous
multi-scale method for the simulation of equations which are not defined on the same domain.

In Section 2 the simple water hammer equation model will be extended to the case when different fluids are transported
through the same pipeline. This enables the description of multi-product flows with multiple products or batches being
transported at the same time in one pipeline. The same model was used in [18], where the problem was linearised and solved
analytically. In this paper, however, the method of characteristics [6] is applied to the extended model as shown in Section 3.
The ordinary differential equations resulting from the method of characteristics are defined on domains with very different
slopes in the ðx; tÞ space. In order to circumvent this problem, a heterogenous multiscale method using two grids is proposed
in Section 4. This method is capable of coping with associated numerical problems as shown in Section 5 presenting com-
parison of simulated and measured data on a real pipeline.

2. Mathematical model of the pipeline

The classical solution for unsteady flow problems is obtained by using the equations for continuity, momentum and en-
ergy. These equations correspond to the physical principles of mass, momentum and energy conservation. By applying these
equations, a coupled non-linear set of partial differential equations is obtained that is very difficult to solve analytically. To
date, there is no general closed-form solution. Further problems arise in the case of turbulent flow, which introduces sto-
chastic flow behavior. Therefore, the mathematical derivation for the flow through a pipeline is a mixture of both theoretical
and empirical approaches.

The following assumptions for the derivation of a mathematical model of the flow through pipelines are made:

1. Fluid is compressible. Compressibility of fluid results in an unsteady flow.
2. Flow is viscous. Viscosity causes shear stresses in a moving fluid.
3. Flow is adiabatic. No transfer of energy between fluid and pipeline will be considered.
4. Flow is isothermal. Temperature changes due to pressure changes can be neglected for liquids. Under these circumstances,

temperature changes could only be result of friction effects, but these effects will also be neglected. Therefore, the tem-
perature along the pipeline is supposed to be constant.

5. Flow is one-dimensional. All characteristics of the pipeline such as velocity v and pressure p depend only on the x-axis laid
along the pipeline.

Consider now a pipeline of length Lp and with constant diameter

D ¼ DðxÞ ¼ 2R ¼ const: ð1Þ

The continuity equation in conservative form for the one-dimensional case yields [11]

dq
dt
þ q

@v
@x
¼ 0; ð2Þ

with density qðx; tÞ, velocity vðx; tÞ, and with the substantial or total derivative

dq
dt
� @q
@t
þ v @q

@x
: ð3Þ

The Momentum Equation in conservative form for the one-dimensional case yields [11]

q
dv
dt
¼ �qg sina� @p

@x
þ @pL

@x
; ð4Þ

with pressure pðx; tÞ. The quantity g sin a is the x-component of the standard gravity vector g. The pressure loss pL rely on the
shear stress sR. The formula from Darcy and Weisbach [19] states that

@pL

@x
¼ �q

kv j v j
2D

; ð5Þ

with the dimensionless friction coefficient kðvÞ. This equation holds for the laminar flow as well as for the turbulent flow.
Laminar flow is described by [19]

k ¼ kðvÞ ¼ 64
Re
; ð6Þ

if the dimensionless Reynolds number

Re ¼ D
m
� v ð7Þ
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